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The Apoptosis of Belief1

1.1 The manifest image and the myth of Jones: 
Wilfrid Sellars

In ‘Philosophy and the Scientific Image of Man’,2 Wilfrid Sellars proposes
a compelling diagnosis of the predicament of contemporary philosophy.
The contemporary philosopher is confronted by two competing ‘images’
of man in the world: on the one hand, the manifest image of man as he
has conceived of himself up until now with the aid of philosophical
reflection; on the other, the relatively recent but continually expanding
scientific image of man as a ‘complex physical system’ (Sellars 1963a: 25) –
one which is conspicuously unlike the manifest image, but which can
be distilled from various scientific discourses, including physics, neuro-
physiology, evolutionary biology, and, more recently, cognitive science.
But for Sellars, the contrast between the manifest and the scientific
image is not to be construed in terms of a conflict between naive com-
mon sense and sophisticated theoretical reason. The manifest image is
not the domain of pre-theoretical immediacy. On the contrary, it is
itself a subtle theoretical construct, a disciplined and critical ‘refinement
or sophistication’ of the originary framework in terms of which man
first encountered himself as a being capable of conceptual thought, in
contradistinction to creatures who lack this capacity. To understand why
Sellars describes the manifest image as a sophisticated theoretical
achievement in its own right – one as significant as any scientific achieve-
ment since – it is necessary to recapitulate Sellars’s now celebrated ‘myth
of Jones’.

In his seminal ‘Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind’,3 Sellars
proposes a philosophical fable about what he calls ‘our Rylean ancestors’,
who have acquired language but who lack any conception of the
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complex mental states and processes we take to be the precondition for
any sophisticated cognitive behaviour. When these Ryleans attempt to
explain a human behaviour such as anger, their resources are limited to
a set of dispositional terms – e.g. ‘bad-tempered’ – which are opera-
tionally defined with regard to observable circumstances – such as
‘ranting and raving’ – these in turn being deemed sufficient to explain
the observable behaviour – in this case, ‘rage’. But these operationally
defined dispositional concepts severely restrict the range of human
activities which the Ryleans can explain. They lack the conceptual
wherewithal for explaining more complicated behaviours. It is at this
stage in the fable that Sellars introduces his ‘myth of Jones’. Jones is a
theoretical genius who postulates the existence of internal speech-like
episodes called ‘thoughts’, closely modelled on publicly observable
declarative utterances. These ‘thought-episodes’ are conceived as pos-
sessing the same semantic and logical properties as their publicly observ-
able linguistic analogues, and as playing an internal role comparable
to that of the discursive and argumentative role performed by overt
speech. By postulating the existence of such internal processes even in
the absence of any publicly observable speech-episodes, it becomes
possible to explain hitherto inscrutable varieties of human behaviour
as resulting from an appropriately structured sequence of these internal
thought-episodes. Similarly, Jones postulates the existence of episodes of
internal ‘sensation’ modelled on external perceptual objects. ‘Sensations’
are understood as instances of internal perception capable of causing
cognition and action even in the absence of their externally observable
counterparts. Following a similar pattern of reasoning, Jones goes on
to postulate the existence of ‘intentions’, ‘beliefs’, and ‘desires’ as rela-
tively lasting states of individuals which can be invoked as salient causal
factors for explaining various kinds of behaviour: ‘He pushed him
because he intended to kill him’, ‘She left early because she believed they
were waiting for her’, ‘He stole it because he desired it’. The nub of
Jones’s theory consists in establishing a relation between persons and
the propositions which encapsulate their internal thought episodes:
Jones teaches his peers to explain behaviour by attributing proposi-
tional attitudes to persons via the ‘that’ clauses in statements of the
form: ‘He believes that …’, ‘She desires that …’, ‘He intends that …’.
Though not yet recognized as such, these propositional attitudes have
become the decisive causal factors in the new theory of human behav-
iour proposed by Jones; a theory which represents a vast increase in
explanatory power relative to its behaviourist predecessor. All that
remains is for individuals to learn to use this new theory not merely for
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the purposes of explaining others’ behaviour, but also to describe their
own: one learns to perceive qualitatively distinct episodes of inner
sensation just as one learns to understand oneself by ascribing beliefs,
desires, and intentions to oneself. The theory is internalized and appro-
priated as the indispensable medium for describing and articulating the
structure of one’s own first-person experience. The philosophical moral
to this Sellarsian fable consists in Jones’s philosophically minded
descendants coming to realize that the propositional attitudes stand to
one another in complex logical relations of entailment, implication,
and inferential dependency, and that Jones’s theory exhibits a structure
remarkably akin to deductive-nomological models of scientific explana-
tion. For these philosophers (and they include Sellars himself), Jones’s
theoretical breakthrough has provided the key to uncovering the
rational infrastructure of human thought; one which is crystallized in
the sentential articulation of propositional attitude ascription. ‘Beliefs’,
‘desires’, ‘intentions’, and similar entities now become the basic psy-
chological kinds to be accounted for by any theory of cognition. 

But what is the ontological status of these psychological entities? It
is striking to note that though Sellars himself attributes a functional
role to them, this is precisely in order to leave the question of their
ontological status open. According to Sellars, ‘[Thought] episodes are
“in” language-using animals as molecular impacts are “in” gases, not as
“ghosts” are in “machines”’(1997: 104). Thus the point of the Jonesean
myth is to suggest that the epistemological status of ‘thoughts’ (qua inner
episodes) vis-à-vis candid public verbal performances is most usefully
understood as analogous to the epistemological status of, e.g., molecules
vis-à-vis the publicly observable behaviour of gases. However, unlike gas
molecules, whose determinate empirical characteristics are specified
according to the essentially Newtonian lawfulness of their dynamic
interaction, ‘thoughts’ in Sellars’s account are introduced as purely func-
tional kinds whose ontological/empirical status is yet to be determined. 

Accordingly, for Sellars, the fundamental import of the manifest
image is not so much ontological as normative, in the sense that it
provides the framework ‘in which we think of one another as sharing
the community intentions which provides the ambience of principles
and standards (above all those which make meaningful discourse and
rationality itself possible) within which we live our own individual
lives’(Sellars 1963a: 40). Thus, the manifest image does not so much
catalogue a set of indispensable ontological items which we should
strive to preserve from scientific reduction; rather, it indexes the com-
munity of rational agents. In this regard, the primary component of the
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manifest image, Sellars suggests, is the notion of persons as loci of
intentional agency. Consequently, although the manifest image is a
‘disciplined and critical’ theoretical framework, one which could also be
said to constitute a certain kind of ‘scientific image’ – albeit one that is
‘correlational’ as opposed to ‘postulational’ (Sellars 1963a: 7) – it is not
one which we are in a position simply to take or leave. For unlike
other theoretical frameworks, Sellars maintains, the manifest image
provides the ineluctable prerequisite for our capacity to identify our-
selves as human, which is to say, as persons: ‘[M]an is that being which
conceives of itself in terms of the manifest image. To the extent that
the manifest image does not survive […] to that extent man himself
would not survive’ (Sellars 1963a: 18). What is indispensable about our
manifest self-image, Sellars concludes, is not its ontological commit-
ments, in the sense of what it says exists in the world, but rather its
normative valence as the framework which allows us to make sense of
ourselves as rational agents engaged in pursuing various purposes in
the world. Without it, we would simply not know what to do or how to
make sense of ourselves – indeed, we would no longer be able to recog-
nize ourselves as human. Accordingly, Sellars, echoing Kant, concludes
that we have no option but to insist that the manifest image enjoys a
practical, if not theoretical, priority over the scientific image, since it
provides the source for the norm of rational purposiveness, which we
cannot do without. In this regard, the genuine philosophical task,
according to Sellars, would consist in achieving a properly stereoscopic
integration of the manifest and scientific images, such that the language
of rational intention would come to enrich scientific theory so as to
allow the latter to be directly wedded to human purposes.

1.2 The instrumentalization of the scientific image

It should come as no surprise then that the manifest image continues
to provide the fundamental framework within which much contempo-
rary philosophizing is carried out. It encompasses not only ‘the
major schools of contemporary Continental thought’ – by which
Sellars, writing at the beginning of the 1960s, presumably meant phe-
nomenology and existentialism, to which we should add critical theory,
hermeneutics, and post-structuralism – but also ‘the trends of contem-
porary British and American philosophy which emphasize the analysis
of “common sense” and “ordinary usage” […] For all these philosophies
can be fruitfully construed as more or less adequate accounts of the
manifest image of man-in-the-world, which accounts are then taken
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to be an adequate and full description in general terms of what man
and the world really are’ (Sellars 1963a: 8). Despite their otherwise
intractable differences, what all these philosophies share is a more or
less profound hostility to the idea that the scientific image describes
‘what there really is’, that it has an ontological purchase capable of
undermining man’s manifest self-conception as a person or intentional
agent. Ultimately, all the philosophies carried out under the aegis of
the manifest image – whether they acknowledge its existence or not –
are united by the common conviction that ‘all the postulated entities
of the scientific image [e.g., elementary particles, neurophysiological
mechanisms, evolutionary processes, etc.] are symbolic tools which func-
tion (something like the distance-measuring devices which are rolled
around on maps) to help us find our way around in the world, but do
not themselves describe actual objects or processes’ (Sellars 1963a: 32).
This instrumentalist conception of science is the inevitable corollary
of any philosophy that insists on the irrecusable primacy of man’s
manifest self-understanding. Thus, although they are the totems of
two otherwise divergent philosophical traditions, the two ‘canonical’
twentieth-century philosophers, Heidegger and Wittgenstein, share the
conviction that the manifest image enjoys a philosophical privilege
vis-à-vis the scientific image, and that the sorts of entities and processes
postulated by scientific theory are in some way founded upon, or deriva-
tive of, our more ‘originary’, pre-scientific understanding, whether this
be construed in terms of our ‘being-in-the-world’, or our practical engage-
ment in ‘language-games’. From there, one may or may not decide to
take the short additional step which consists in denouncing the scientific
image as a cancerous excrescence of the manifest image (this is a theme
to which we shall have occasion to return in chapters 2 and 3).

To his considerable credit, Sellars adamantly refused this instru-
mentalization of the scientific image. For as he pointed out, the fact
that the manifest image enjoys a methodological primacy as the originary
framework from which the scientific image developed in no way legiti-
mates attempts to ascribe a substantive primacy to it. In other words,
even if the scientific image remains methodologically dependent upon
the manifest image, this in no way undermines its substantive auton-
omy vis-à-vis the latter. In this regard, it should be pointed out
(although Sellars does not do so) that to construe scientific theory as
an efflorescence from the more fundamental phenomenological and/or
pragmatic substratum of our manifest being-in-the-world is to endorse
a form of philosophical reductionism with regard to science. Yet unlike
its oft-criticized scientific counterpart, the tenets of which are fairly
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explicit, even when it cannot carry out in fact the reductions it claims
to be able to perform in principle, partisans of this philosophical reduc-
tionism about science conspicuously avoid delineating the conceptual
criteria in accordance with which the structures of the scientific image
might be reduced to the workings of the manifest image. Unsurprisingly,
those who would instrumentalize the scientific image prefer to remain
silent about the chasm that separates the trivial assertion that scientific
theorizing supervenes on pre-scientific practice, from the far-from-trivial
demonstration which would explain precisely how, for example, quantum
mechanics is a function of our ability to wield hammers. 

Sellars never succumbed to the lure of this crass philosophical reduc-
tionism with regard to the scientific image, insisting that philosophy
should resist attempts to subsume the scientific image within the
manifest image. At the same time, Sellars enjoined philosophers to
abstain from the opposite temptation, which would consist in trying to
supplant the manifest image with the scientific one. For Sellars, this
cannot be an option, since it would entail depriving ourselves of what
makes us human. However, it is important to note that the very terms
in which Sellars formulated his hoped for synthesis between the mani-
fest and scientific images continue to assume the incorrigibility of the
characterization of rational purposiveness concomitant with the
Jonesean theory of agency. Yet it is precisely this model of rational-
purposive agency – along with the accompanying recommendation
that the scientific image should be tethered to purposes commensurate
with the workings of the manifest image – which some contemporary
philosophers who refuse to sideline the scientific image are calling into
question. These philosophers propose instead – obviously disregarding
the Sellarsian edict – that the manifest image be integrated into the
scientific image. While for Sellars it was precisely the manifest image’s
theoretical status which ensured its normative autonomy, and hence
its ineliminability as an account of the nature of rational agency, for
Paul Churchland, an ex-student of Sellars who has explicitly acknowl-
edged the latter’s influence,4 the manifest image is revisable precisely
because it is a corrigible speculative achievement that cannot be
accepted as the definitive account of ‘rational purposiveness’. Indeed,
for Churchland, there is no guarantee that the latter notion indexes
anything real independently of the particular theoretical framework
embodied in the manifest image. Though the manifest image undeni-
ably marked a significant cognitive achievement in the cultural devel-
opment of humankind, it can no longer remain insulated from critical
scrutiny. And while the adoption of the propositional attitude idiom in
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subjective reports seems to have endowed the manifest image with a
quasi-sacrosanct status, lending it an aura of incorrigible authenticity,
this merely obscures its inherently speculative status. Thus, Churchland
invites us to envisage the following possibility:

[A] spontaneous introspective judgement is just an instance of an
acquired habit of conceptual response to one’s internal states, and
the integrity of any particular response is always contingent on the
integrity of the acquired conceptual framework (theory) in which
the response is framed. Accordingly, one’s own introspective certainty
that one’s mind is the seat of beliefs and desires [or ‘purposes’] may
be as badly misplaced as was the classical man’s visual certainty that
the star-flecked sphere of the heavens turns daily.

(P. M. Churchland 1989: 3)

Where Sellars believed stereoscopic integration of the two images
could be achieved by wedding the mechanistic discourse of causation to
the rational language of intention, Churchland proposes to supplant the
latter altogether via a neurocomputational enhancement of the scientific
image which would effectively allow it to annex the manifest image,
thereby forcing us to revise our understanding of ourselves as autonomous
rational agents or ‘persons’. However, as we shall see below, Churchland’s
attempt to annex the manifest image to the scientific image is vitiated
by a fundamental epistemological tension. Like Sellars, Churchland
emphatically rejects the instrumentalist conception of science con-
comitant with the ontological prioritization of the manifest image: he
claims to be a scientific realist. But as we shall see, his realism about sci-
ence is mined at every turn by his pragmatist construal of representation.

1.3 Cognitive catastrophe: Paul Churchland

In his now-canonical 1981 paper ‘Eliminative Materialism and the
Propositional Attitudes’,5 Churchland summarizes eliminative materi-
alism (EM) as:

the thesis that our commonsense conception of psychological phe-
nomena constitutes a radically false theory, a theory so fundamentally
defective that both the principles and the ontology of that theory
will eventually be displaced, rather than smoothly reduced, by com-
pleted neuroscience. Our mutual understanding and even our intro-
spection may then be reconstituted within the conceptual framework
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of completed neuroscience, a theory we may expect to be more pow-
erful by far than the commonsense psychology it displaces, and more
substantially integrated within physical science generally.

(P. M. Churchland, 1989: 1) 

Unsurprisingly, the claim that commonsense psychology may be false
has tended to provoke alarm, especially (though by no means exclu-
sively) among philosophers who have devoted their entire careers to the
task of integrating it into the ambit of natural science. Thus Jerry Fodor
has remarked, ‘If commonsense intentional psychology were really to
collapse that would be, beyond comparison, the greatest intellectual
catastrophe in the history of the species.’6 Since professional philoso-
phers of mind are not generally known for their apocalyptic proclivities,
the claim that one of their number might be harbouring the instrument
of ‘the greatest intellectual catastrophe in the history of the species’
cannot but command our attention. Contemporary philosophy of mind
is a domain of often highly technical controversies between specialists
divided by allegiances to competing research programmes, but where
the truth or falsity of the eliminativist hypothesis is concerned, the
stakes would seem to transcend the bounds of this particular sub-
discipline and to have an immediate bearing upon human culture at
large. For what Churchland is proposing is nothing short of a cultural
revolution: the reconstruction of our manifest self-image in the light of
a new scientific discourse. What is at stake in EM is nothing less than
the future of human self-understanding.

Churchland’s formulation of the eliminativist hypothesis7 can be
boiled down to four claims:

1. Folk-psychology (FP) is a theory, hence susceptible to evaluation in
terms of truth and falsity. 

2. FP also encodes a set of practices, which can be evaluated in terms of
their practical efficacy vis-à-vis the functions which FP is supposed
to serve. 

3. FP will prove irreducible to emerging neuroscience. 
4. FP’s neuroscientific replacement will exhibit practical as well as

theoretical superiority over its predecessor.

Given these premises, Churchland cites three basic regards in which FP
has shown itself to be profoundly unsatisfactory: 

1. There are a significant number of phenomena for which FP is
incapable of providing either a coherent explanation or successful
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prediction: e.g., the range of cognitive fractionation engendered by
brain damage, the precise aetiology and typology of mental illness,
the specific cognitive mechanisms involved in scientific discovery
and artistic creativity. 

2. FP is theoretically stagnant, it has conspicuously failed to develop in
step with the rapidly accelerating rate of cultural evolution or evolve
in accordance with the novel cognitive requirements imposed by
advanced technological societies. 

3. FP is increasingly isolated and anomalous with regard to the corpus
of the natural sciences; specifically, it is conceptually irreducible to
the emerging discourse of cognitive neuroscience.

Critics of  EM have responded to each of these charges using a variety
of argumentative strategies. They have denied that FP is a theory in
the scientific sense and hence that it can be evaluated in terms of
‘truth’ or ‘falsity’, or indicted for its failure to explain anomalous psy-
chological phenomena. They have denied that it is stagnant or anachro-
nistic in the face of technological evolution or that it can be judged
according to some superior standard of practical efficacy. Finally, they
have challenged the claim that reduction is the only way of ensuring
the integrity of natural science.8

Rather than recapitulate Churchland’s premises and the objections
to them individually, I shall consider the EM hypothesis from four
different angles: (1) the nature of Churchland’s neurocomputational
alternative to FP; (2) the charge that EM is self-refuting; (3) the
latent tension between Churchland’s allegiance to scientific realism
and his irrealism about the folk-psychological account of representa-
tion; (4) the accusation that EM, and reductionist science more
generally, is incapable of acknowledging the reality of phenomenal
consciousness.

1.4 The neurocomputational alternative

Churchland defines FP in the following way: 

‘Folk psychology’ denotes the pre-scientific, commonsense concep-
tual framework that all normally socialized humans deploy in order
to comprehend, predict, explain and manipulate the behavior of
humans and the higher animals. This framework includes concepts
such as belief, desire, pain, pleasure, love, hate, joy, fear, suspicion,
memory, recognition, anger, sympathy, intention, and so forth. It
embodies our baseline understanding of the cognitive, affective, and
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purposive nature of people. Considered as a whole, it constitutes our
conception of what a person is.

(P. M. Churchland 1998b: 3)

As we saw above, it was Sellars who provided the basis for Churchland’s
characterization of FP as a quasi-scientific theory within which the
notion of ‘personhood’ plays a central role. However, Sellars introduced
propositional attitudes as functional kinds, leaving their ontological sta-
tus deliberately indeterminate. But for Churchland, to attribute causal
efficacy to functional kinds is already to have endowed them with an
ontological status. What he considers problematic is not the func-
tional role account of psychological kinds, but rather the premise that
FP provides anything like a reliable catalogue of psychological func-
tioning. Yet Churchland’s antipathy to the characterization of propo-
sitional attitudes as functional kinds stems not so much from an
antipathy to functionalism per se but rather from a deep suspicion
about the reliability of FP as a guide to the individuation of the salient
psychological types. Thus, his own neurocomputational alternative
to FP proposes a different approach to the task of identifying psycho-
logical functions. By way of contrast to the ‘top-down’ approach to the
study of cognition, for which linguistic behaviour is paradigmatic,
Churchland champions a ‘bottom-up’ approach which seeks to ascend
from neurobiologically realistic models of rudimentary sensory-motor
behaviours to the more sophisticated varieties of linguistically medi-
ated cognitive activity.

Consequently, Churchland proposes to replace FP, according to
which cognition is conceived of as an intrinsically linguistic medium
structured through the ‘sentential dance’ of propositional attitudes,
with a new model drawing on the resources of connectionist neuro-
science. According to this new paradigm, the internal kinematics of
cognition find expression in activation patterns across populations of
neurons, as opposed to sententially articulated structures, while its
dynamics reside in vector-to-vector transformations driven by learned
configurations of synaptic connection, as opposed to deductive infer-
ences governed by relations of logical entailment from one sentence
to another. Thus, while the brain’s basic unit of representation is
the activation vector, its fundamental computational operation is the
vector-to-vector transformation, as performed on those configurations
of neuronal activation. Crucially, according to this paradigm, a ‘theory’
is no longer to be understood as a linguaformal system of propositions
connected to one another by relations of logical entailment; it consists
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rather in a determinate partitioning of vector space into a manifold of
prototypical divisions and sub-divisions relative to typically reiterated
inputs. 

Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize how, for all its claims to
greater biological plausibility, this new ‘prototype vector activation’
(PVA) model of cognition remains a computational idealization. In this
regard, it perpetuates the functionalist distinction between psychologi-
cal types and their material instantiation. But where traditional func-
tionalism modelled this distinction in terms of the difference between
an abstract computational state (characterized in terms of some Turing
machine state) and its biophysical instantiation, it is configured here
in terms of the distinction between weight space and vector space.
While the weight configuration uniquely determines the partitioning
of vector space, only the latter is to be identified with the theory or
conceptual scheme in terms of which a network represents the world.
Thus it is by acquiring a determinate configuration in synaptic weight
space that a brain comes to achieve a specific prototypical partitioning
of its vector activation space. And it is this partitioning of vector space,
rather than that configuration of synaptic weights, which provides the
functional index for the theory in terms of which the brain represents
the world. As Churchland puts it:

People react to the world in similar ways not because their underly-
ing weight configurations are closely similar on a synapse-by-synapse
comparison, but because their activation spaces are similarly parti-
tioned. Like trees similar in their gross physical profile, brains can be
similar in their gross functional profiles while being highly idiosyn-
cratic in the myriad details of their fine-grained arborization.

(P.M. Churchland 1989: 234)

It should be remarked at this juncture that Churchland’s claims on
behalf of this model’s greater degree of biological realism have not
gone unchallenged. Churchland invokes a relation of ‘resemblance’
between these so-called neural networks and brain-structure without
specifying what the relation consists in or what the criterion for ‘resem-
blance’ might be. The putative ‘analogy’ between the units of a network
and the neurons of a brain provide no guarantee that the network’s
instantiation of a vector prototype will be isomorphic with the brain’s
instantiation of a psychological type. Moreover, the unification of psy-
chological categories remains autonomous with regard to the neurobio-
logical level. John Marshall and Jennifer Gurd9 have pointed out that
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pathology reveals fractionations of psychological functioning which pro-
vide constraints on the organization of cognitive function. Behavioural
disorders index functional categories which are subject to different
neurological instantiations – different physical aetiologies can engender
identical cognitive disorders. So although cognitive function is undeniably
related to neurological structure, it cannot be straightforwardly reduced
to it. Thus while Churchland is undoubtedly right to emphasize the
desirability of adopting a bottom-up approach to psychological research,
he faces two difficulties. 

First, the empirical ‘resemblance’ between brains and neural nets is no
guarantee that the latter are inherently superior to other, less neuro-
logically ‘realistic’ models of cognition. For it is the nature of the
appropriate criterion for ‘realism’ that is in question here: should it be
neurobiological? Or psychological? Churchland cannot simply assume
that the two necessarily overlap.

Second, in the absence of any adequate understanding of the precise
nature of the correlation between psychological function and neural
structure, whatever putative resemblance might obtain between neural
architecture and network architecture sheds no light whatsoever on
the relation between the latter and the abstract functional architecture
of cognition. Where network architecture is concerned, although some
degree of biological plausibility is desirable, empirical data alone are not
sufficient when it comes to identifying the salient functional character-
istics of cognition.10

We will not pursue this issue further here. But we must now consider
a still more damaging objection which is frequently raised against EM:
that its very formulation is fundamentally incoherent. 

1.5 The ‘paradox’ of eliminativism

Sellars was arguably the first philosopher to discern in the logical infra-
structure of folk-psychological discourse, with its relations of inferential
entailment, what has since been brandished as the emblem of FP’s
irreducibility to neurobiological or physical explanation: ascriptions
of belief and desire inscribe the explananda within a normative
(conceptual) space of reasons which cannot be reduced to or encom-
passed by the natural (material) space of causes. This supposed dis-
tinction between the putatively ‘rational-normative’ character of FP
discourse and the merely ‘causal-material’ factors invoked in reductive
explanation has tempted many philosophers to attribute some sort of
quasi-transcendental, and hence necessarily ineliminable status to the
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FP framework. Indeed, the notion that FP is necessarily ineliminable
because it enjoys some sort of quasi-transcendental status motivates
what is surely the most popular attempt at a knock-down ‘refutation’ of
EM. Consider the following argument: the eliminative materialist claims
to deny the existence of ‘beliefs’ (and of ‘meaning’ more generally).
But to do so he must believe what he claims (or ‘mean’ what he says).
Thus his belief that there are no beliefs is itself an instance of belief,
just as the intelligibility of his claim that there is no such thing as
meaning itself relies on the reality of the meaning which it claims to
deny. Consequently, the proponent of EM is guilty of a performative
contradiction.11 It is important to see why this attempt to indict the
eliminativist of self-contradiction is dubious from a purely logical
point of view and otherwise suspect on broader philosophical grounds.
From a purely formal point of view, the logic of the EM argument cer-
tainly appears to conform to the familiar structure of proof by reductio
ad absurdum: it assumes Q (the framework of FP assumptions), then
argues legitimately from Q and some supplementary empirical prem-
ises (which we shall describe below) to the conclusion that not-Q, and
then concludes not-Q by the principle of reductio. There are no glar-
ing or obvious anomalies here. Anyone wishing to denounce elimina-
tivism as self-refuting using this stratagem should be wary lest they
find themselves unwittingly indicting all arguments by reductio on
the grounds that they too begin by assuming what they wish to deny.
For the ‘self-refuting’ objection against EM to be sound, its scope would
have to be such as to successfully invalidate all argument proceeding
by reductio as necessarily incoherent. Although this may turn out to be
possible (even if it is extremely doubtful), there is certainly nothing in
the attempted refutation as it stands to even hint at how this could be
done. Consequently there is every reason to suspect the fault lies in the
‘self-refuting’ argument against EM, rather than in EM’s argumentation
by reductio per se (cf. P.M. Churchland 1998b: 28–30). 

In fact the crucial sleight of hand in this attempted ‘refutation’ of
EM occurs in the second step, specifically the claim that ‘the elimina-
tivist’s belief that there are no beliefs is itself an instance of belief, just
as the intelligibility of his claim that there is no such thing as mean-
ing itself relies on the reality of the meaning which it claims to deny’.
But the intelligibility of EM does not in fact depend upon the reality
of ‘belief’ and ‘meaning’ thus construed. For it is precisely the claim that
‘beliefs’ provide the necessary form of cognitive content, and that
propositional ‘meaning’ is the necessary medium for semantic content,
that the eliminativist denies. Thus Churchland’s claim is not that there
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